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Somehow Song Survives: Dust and Death in Southern Africa
by Prexy Nesbitt

''

Sunday, June 28, 1992
Inhaca, Mozambique
•

Small,
quiet,
peaceful,
undisturbed,
tranquil. That's what it was. That's what it
must have been once.
I sat there on the
Inhaca Island Hotel veranda watching the place
they
call
Portuguese
Island
across
the
shimmering bay. Than I sat there listening to
the intense young British/Zimbabwean woman
Inigo" (Alexa Cavanagh) tell me about how she
almost died from a road accident in Botswana
1 1/2 years ago.
She told me quietly, sadly
about how only recently had she begun to live
once again.
I
continued to watch the
Portuguese
Island
across
the
shimmering
waters.
11

Then it was broken.
It was all spoiled.
The language with the spitting phlegm-filled
words started crashing in on me from all
sides.
The calm was gone.
The quiet
terminated
as
the
Afrikaaner
young
men
(probably ex-SADF or au courant SADF) with
all their fishing gear ( and their ladies)
barked their orders at the silent unsmiling
Mozambican waiters who went to attend to their
demands.
11
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In some ways, it's a lot like what has
happened to Mozambique itself - this little
vignette.
South Africa's re-occupation of
Mozambique has interrupted I hope not
definitively
the flow of Mozambique's
history.
The systematic violence which the
Boers and their allies wanted to employ to
prevent Mozambique from being anybody's model
has succeeded in creating an environment, an
ambience of such total violence that all of
Mozambique's flowers (its youth) are in danger
of being cut down (in one way or another).
Throughout June and July this summer,

I

traveled all over
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Southern Africa.
I was in South Africa, Mozambique, Zimbabwe,
Namibia and Swaziland. The primary purpose of my trip was to lead
a delegation of twenty-three church and solidarity activists from
the diocese of Vasteras, Sweden on a three-week study tour of
various parts of Mozambique.
Secondarily, I accompanied the
Swedish group to South Africa and led a smaller group of US
activists to South Africa and the other points mentioned.
I share this "note" with you (I don't intend this to be your
normal travelogue type of article) from central Wisconsin.
I've
been back two weeks now and I am yet struck with how green it is
here and with the presence of water everywhere.
The overriding
visual one gains these days traveling in Southern Africa is yellow;
it is an image of dust and withered-up maize plants and of death.
The latter - death and dying - is today the central reality
in Southern Africa. Over 180 million people throughout the region
are facing today the worst drought in this century. Headlines in
some parts of the world (but not in the USA) are screaming about
'18 million people in Southern Africa facing death by starvation.'
The reality that I found is that people are already dying not
facing death.
In the camp for dislocated people at Sussendenga off the Beira
Corridor, we watched wagon load after wagon load of womep and
children arrive at the camp with people who were too weak to get
down from the vehicles. They had been found crawling through the
bush having survived for weeks on only roots and berries.
One
mother, after being helped off the tractor-pulled wagon and carried
to the feeding station, tried desperately to get her infant to
suckle off her fingers the special paste of oil, vitamin C and
maize which had been given her. She began shaking her child when
she realized it was not sucking.
Camp workers gently but firmly
took the dead child from her.
The drought affects the entire Southern African region but
Mozambique is the hardest hit for there the Southern African backed
RENAMO war had already cost a minimum of 1.6 million lives and the
loss of countless precious institutions like hospitals and schools
and resources like cattle and water wells. Even before the drought
hit, Mozambique had over half of its population of fifteen mi l lion
living daily on the edge of starvation.
How do you convey all this, I keep asking myself, to a US
public cur·rently programmed to hear only about white people dying
in Serbia a·nd Croatia? Over 3 million people today in Mozambique
have no water. I'm not speaking of being rationed - you know, like
watering the lawns only between 5 and 6 a.m.
Thousands of women
throughout Southern Africa spend the entire day walking in search
of tiny amounts of water to bring their families.
Some people
regularly drink salty water.
Burned into my mind is entire
villages where no one moves, where people sit with huge whitened
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skin blisters because there is no water.

•

And that, perhaps, is the most critical point to share. It's
the point made by British journalist, Victoria Brittain, in her
recent Race and Class article, "Africa: A Political Audit" (JulySeptember, 1992). It's not just that Southern Africa is hit by all
these problems: South African government-sponsored destabilization
wars, droughts, debt and World Bank IMF programs of economic restructuring and AIDS. The crucial point that needs to be conveyed
is that Southern Africa has lost the ability to defend itself and
to · recuperate from all these "wars of a different sort," as one
Zimbabwean called Southern Africa's various problems. Victoria's
article describes it in an insightful way as "the collapse of
Africa's ' coping' capacity."
There is another fundamental which I promised myself that I
would stress when I got home. There are two particularly vicious
mythologies which are projected about Mozambique and Souther
Africa. These constructs must be confronted and exposed for what
they are, i.e., lies. The first is that Mozambique has been having
a "civil war." If an untruth is reported often enough, it is then
perceived as truth. This is what the US media has done in the case
of Mozambique's ''civil war.'' The second is that the violence in
South Africa is "black-on-black. "
That argument goes that the
South African case is a kind of tribal violence that's really OK
since it's them doing it to each other ... like what's happening in
their areas in US cities.
The systematic killing in Mozambique and the violence today
in South Africa are essentially products of the same machinery.
Never for a minute should we forget that the violence in Southern
Africa is also derived from specific policies of various US
administrations that committed to destroy the Southern African
liberation movements (FRELIMO of Mozambique, MPLA of Angola, the
ANC of Africa) as inimical to US interests in the region.
Alexander Haig, Reagan's first Secretary of State, stated the US
government's perspective on Southern Africa very clearly when he
said to Time magazine in 1981: "The so-called wars of national
liberation are putting in jeopardy our ability to influence world
events ... and to assure access to raw materials."
Far from being civil wars or mere tribal fighting, the events
and dynamics in Mozambique and South Africa are derived from over
thirteen years of specific campaigns of destabilization and terror
conducted by the South African government and its various allies,
including US nationals like the Rev. Pat Robertson and Senators
Jesse Helms (North Carolina) and Dan Burton (Indiana), who have
made a special contribution of providing financing, weaponry and
communications equipment to RENAMO (the Mozambique National
Resistance Movement).
There is another telling point to the violence in South Africa

'
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The extract bel ow is taken fr om:
Mozambiquefile(Maputo),July,1992

Horror on a Gaza road
This photo shows the macabre scenes along the
road from Chibuto to Maqueze in the southern
province of Gaza. Among the bodies are those of
women frightfully mutilated and hacked to death
by Renamo.
···.
· Several
of
the
women's vaginas had 1~
been cut open. and
sticks thrust inside '""'"'
them.
The road to Maqueze
is full of horrors. In ad- t~-- ..,:,·
dition ~o these bodies. of t'::--. •• : , __
p e Op le
murdered · -\'t ;~ .:"
recently. there were i : ·.· '.
other corpses that had ,
been buried by the
Mozambican ~ y or by
local residents. but that
Renamo had later dug
up again an~ placed on the road - a grtsly warning to those driving in this part of Gaza.
A captured Renamo commander. Severiano
Cumbe. confirmed to reporters that Rename had
stepped up the practice ofmutilating women after
the death on 22 April of the Renamo Gaza provincial commander. known as "General Gomes". at
the hands of the Mozambican army.
: ~-->-

·v, '='..,-

Asked ·why women's bodies had been sexually · !
disfigured and then placed on the road. Cumbe
said "it's to show Freilino that we're angry. that
we're annoyed".
··
If Renamo wanted to
express anger. why not
attack militacy targets.
rather
than civilians
.
who might have nothing to do with Frelimo.
the reporters asked.
"It's difficult to attack
a barracks". replied
Cumbe candidly. ''but
it's easy to . kill the
population and show
them in this way that
we're angry".
. As for the pressganging of young children
into the ranks of Renamo. Cumbe said that
children "don't retreat. They fight well. They just
need instructing. particularly after they've been
drugged".
He described the drugs ·used by Renamo as
"pills". and said they were brought in regularly
from South Africa and distributed to all major
Renamo bases in the south of the country.
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and Mozambique.
In South Africa, an estimated 6,000 people have
been killed since the release of Nelson Mandela in February, 1990.
In Mozambique an informed approximation of those directly killed
by RENAMO or related forces since 1980 would be between 200,000 and
400,000.
In both situations, the people killed were not
combatants.
Far from it.
Whether on trains or in taxis, as
increasingly faced in South AFrica, or on buses or in trains in
Mozambique, those killed were usually ordinary people doing
everyday things like getting a bus or train, going to school, going
to a health post, going to work on a field or in a factory. And
this is revealing for it shows that the interest in the violence
is not military objectives per se. No, it is more sophisticated.
It comes from a more modern mode of warfare.
It is to make
ordinary people lose faith in their own government, their own
organizations. It is to make non-believers out of believers.
While I was in Mozambique during July, the Mozambique
government hosted another group of US citizens.
Led by one Tom
Schaaf, and including prominent RENAMO financier, James Blanchard,
it was a delegation of US RENAMO backers. Their visit to Maputo
represented one more reconciling effort by Mozambique's FRELIMO
government; an attempt to get RENAMO' s US friends to end their
support of the killing in Mozambique.
The morning I learned of their presence in Maputo, I was
emerging from a briefing by a group of RENAMO child killers who had
been captured by Mozambican government forces.
The boy killers
(they ranged in age from 10-15) had shared with us two particularly
chilling details: 1) how they had regularly had their legs cut open
and received a white powder from their South African trainers who
came regularly from South Africa; and 2) how and when they would
use a knife as opposed to an axe to kill people.
Thus, when I
learned of the American RENAMO supporters' presence, I wondered
then as I yet wonder about systems of justice and reconciliation
that allow functioning white Americans and South African adults to
emerge unscathed from managing and supporting terror campaigns and
wars that leave small black Mozambican children permanently scarred
with violence they did both to others and ultimately to themselves.
It was a difficult trip, this trip of the summer of 1992.
Some estimate that Mozambique, in particular, could lose as many
as 50,000 people per month.
People are already dying and it is
very difficult to see. But the trip was not only dust and death.
There was and is another aspect, the more hopeful and positive
dimension, · ~he part of the trip that I call 'song.'
'Song' consists of the extraordinary strength and resilience
of the Southern African people, especially that of women. Southern
Africa is in a crisis. There can be no doubt about that. But it
is also important to note that despite that crisis, people yet
endure. More than endure, people yet participate and share with
one another. The trucks laden with maize meal or water pull up and
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women move to assure that each and every child is cared for.
Despite violence and drought daily, peasant women get up and
make the long trip from housing secur.e from bandits to far away
fields that they then attempt to cultivate. In Mozambique as the
sun rises, school children can be seen walking (sometimes as many
as 10-15 kilometers) to spaces under the trees that once contained
school buildings.
Everywhere we travelled in Southern Africa,
people took the time to answer our endless and often naive
questions, to shelter us and share precious food and water. And
in · the midst of all their problems, Southern African people kept
asking us for details about the Los Angeles uprising. They kept
wanting to know if the US people - especially the blacks - are
really suffering in the ways which various CNN broadcasts had
shown.

'Song' is also the multiple indigenous organizations which are
blossoming to fill political voids left by state apparatuses which
are either collapsed, bankrupt or corrupted gratis of the various
"wars of a different sort."
Sometimes it is a peasants'
cooperative union, or a women's union or a drama and dance club or
a youth organization.
At one point during my trip, I was somewhere I shouldn't have
been. I was in the back of a truck filled with people coming from
swaziland back into Mozambique. As we approached Maputo, people
in the truck suddenly broke into song as we realized that we had
arrived without being attacked despite warnings that we would be.
That spontaneous song outburst after so much apprehensive silence
reflected a stance which many have assumed throughout Southern
Africa. It ' s a posture derived from the same sources and energies
that nourished centuries of resistance against colonial rule,
weathered countless droughts and floods and other disasters, and
sustained years of liberation wars for national independence.
Ngugi Wa Thiong - the famous Kenyan writer - captured this posture,
which, I suggest, is still to be found all over Southern Africa in his novel, Devil on the Cross. One of his characters states,
"many hands can lift the heaviest of burdens." As grim as things
are in Southern Africa, that refrain captures the ethos which as
yet has not been extinguished. It is an ethos likable to one not
yet snuffed out in Nicaragua, the Philippines, Chile and Los
Angeles.
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